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The Principles and Practice of Clinical Trials Based on a Symposium organized by the Association of Medical Advisers in the Pharmaceutical Industry, London, February 1969 edited by E L Harris and J D Fitzgerald pp xii +254 £3 Edinburgh &London: E& SLivingstone 1970 This important new book describes the demanding work involved in the formal clinical study of new drugs from the first administration to patients to the wider investigations which precede general release. The first section demonstrates the vital role played by the pharmaceutical physician acting as catalyst and co-ordinator of clinical research projects and clearly unveils the vast amount of practical experience which he commands. The chapters on the natural history of a typical drug and the initial preparation for clinical trials are particularly instructive.
The second section is devoted to contributions from clinicians with wide practical experience of new drug evaluation. The chapters on the assessment of anti-anginal drugs and the evaluation of lipid-lowering agents are outstanding. The book is modest in size, is well produced and contains a number of helpful flow charts; a well selected list of suggestions for further reading follows most of the contributions. There is a clear need for a much wider group of doctors to be involved in clinical research on new drugs. This eminently readable and challenging book deserves to be very widely read. 
London: J& A Churchill 1970
This book is a comprehensive survey of the neuropathological morphology of Alzheimer's disease. In particular, there is a large collection of electron-microscopic studies. These are reproduced well and, by themselves, would justify the publication of the symposium. There are also many good light-microscopic pictures, though unfortunately none are in colour.
The relationship between presenile and senile dementia is controversial. This is not merely a semantic problem, for important pathological and genetic questions are involved. The subject is a difficult one, and no simple answer emerges from the 316 pages of research communications and discussion. The other problem which remains beyond the range of anything but speculation is etiology. It is surprising that the possibility of infection by a slow virus receives such limited consideration. Now that slow viruses have been implicated in Jakob-Creutzfeldt disease and kuru, it might have been profitable to devote one complete chapter (out of fourteen) to this topic. Another important aspect which might have been included is the task of differential diagnosis in a dementing patient, with an appraisal of the contributions and limitations of clinical, radiological and electrophysiological investigation.
Nevertheless, this book can be recommended as it constitutes a valuable review of current neuropathological research on Alzheimer's disease. Microscopic morphology is particularly well represented, and each research communication is followed by some useful discussion. References are appended to all chapters and there is a good index.
D B CALNE
Sixth Symposium on Advanced Medicine Conference at the Royal College of Physicians of London, February 23-27,1970 edited by J D H Slater MA FRCP pp 320 £2'75 London: Pitman Medical 1970 These books are always worth buying and this one is certainly no exception. One can entirely guarantee that every reader will find a great deal of information in it that is news to hinm. Whether all the news is good newsthat is to say, news that is good and trueone cannot say for sure, for the collection of essays that make up the book consists of lectures given by various experts for the Sixth Symposium on Advanced Medicine and other formal lectures of the Royal College of Physicians of London, which therefore give the views of just those individual lecturers; it is natural that some of the beliefs expressed in the personal-review type of article are definitely controversial. It is therefore an excellent thing that the controversies are themselves included in the book; an edited but not too abridged account of the discussions that took place after each paper is to be found after every few chapters.
This book is aimed more towards the established specialist than towards MRCP candidates, but all sensible candidates will spend many hours poring over and around it. It is therefore a 'must' for all postgraduate libraries, and should be at least a temporary resident in the personal library of all those specialist physicians who yet retain any remotest ambition of understanding the new things of medicine. The 27 titles are grouped into six parts, the names of which indicate clearly what was chosen to illustrate these growing points: Clinical Developments in Endocrinology,
